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Soft storey buildings are multi-story buildings which have one or more floors “soft” due to its structural design. Soft 
storeys are much unsafe in earthquakes, because they cannot survive due to lateral forces and thrust developed by the 
shaking action of the earthquake. As a result, the soft storey may fail, causing what is known as a soft storey collapse. 

After a major earthquake, there was lot of collapse of buildings structures, which we have shown soft storey collapse, as it is the one of the 
common leading causes of damage to structures. To analyze the effect of earthquake on soft storey building, a building model of twelve storeys 
with different soft storey were analyzed. Analysis is also done for a full infill & bare frame. Analysis was carried out using E-tab analysis. E-TABS 
is a software that helps in analysis and design of multi-story building. Basic or advanced systems under static or dynamic conditions may be 
evaluated using E-TABS. As a result of this analysis, we found that soft storey at lower level is much vulnerable in comparison of upper soft storeys.
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INTRODUCTION
In India, soft storey at first floor level is an unavoidable feature due 
to unavailability of space as in multi storied buildings, first storey is 
used for parking or reception lobbies. The storeys above stilt floor is 
used for residential or commercial purpose which comprises of brick 
wall panels, due to which they possess small storey drift. According 
to “The Indian seismic code”, a soft storey is defined as a building 
whose lateral stiffness is less than 50% of the storey above or below 
[IS: 1893, 2002]. Dynamic analysis of such buildings is compulsory. 
The analysis suggested that the vulnerability of building at lower soft 
storey is comparatively much higher.

PRELIMINARIES
Soft storey is defined by vertical stiffness discontinuity in vertical di-
rection. When any individual storey in a multistoried building (gen-
erally stilt floor) is made full open (without wall) in construction is 
termed as soft storey. The structural elements of soft storey are so de-
signed so that they can bear 2.5 times the storey shears and moments 
calculated for specified earthquake loads. In the case of soft stilt floor, 
this arrangement should be provided to minimize the vulnerability of 
earthquake to such building.

1) Unnecessary openings should be closed.

2) The number and size of columns at stilt floor level should be in-
creased.

3) As per requirement the interior side of building should be braced.

4) If the stilt floor is used for parking, then minimize the openings by 
using modern techniques.

DESCRIPTION OF STRUCTURAL MODELS
The analysis is focused on the behaviour of soft storey building. From 
bare frame to infill different models are prepared with different soft 
storey. Every model is analyzed on E-tab. The frame elements are 
modelled as beam column elements. The infill is modelled as plane 
stiffness of uniform thickness of 0.23mm. The non linear properties 
for columns are assumed to be a plastic hinge and for the beams as 
plastic moment hinge. Structures overall behaviour at different soft 
storey  level are compared. Rigid slab is modelled . 

BUILDING DESCRIPTION
For analysis twelve storey m r f building models are used the building 
is considered in seismic zone 5, importance factor 1, Soil type 2, the di-
mensions of building (plan) is 20m x15m. The length of each bay is 5m in 
length and width side both. In the analysis the floor height is taken 3.2m. 
The modelling of structure is carried out using E-tabs.1 bare frame(mass 
considered but stiffness neglected) ,1 full infill and 12 models of 12 sto-
ried building having soft storey at different levels( in first building first 
storey soft and in 12th building 12th storey soft.) are prepared..The size of 
column used are 600mmX600mm, Size of Beam 300mmX600mm and 
thickness of slab is 125mm. live load given to the building is 3.5KN/m2.

Table 1: Material Properties
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ANALYSIS AND RESULTS
Table II: Lateral Forces (KN) At The Storey Level

Table III: Lateral Displacement (Mm) At The Storey Level

Table IV: Maximum Bending Mo-
ment (Knm) At The Storey Level 

VI. GRAPHICAL REPRESENTATION OF RESULTS OB-
TAINED FROM E-TAB ANALYSIS

Figure VII: Lateral Forces (KN) At The Storey Level

Figure VIII: Lateral Displacement (Mm) At The Storey 
Level

Figure IX: Maximum Bending Moment (KNm) At The Sto-
rey Level
 
VII. CONCLUSION
1.  The soft storey present at the top level of multistoried building 

does not give any significant effect on the structural perfor-
mance of building with other stories with full infill. But the pres-
ence of soft storey at the lower level of multi-storeyed building 
(mainly at first floor level) adversely affects the structural perfor-
mance of that building.

2.  At the time of earthquake, the multi-storey building structures, 
mainly soft storey building having only frames as lateral load re-
sisting systems are vulnerable during the earthquakes.  

 3.  The analysis shows that the main cause of failure of building with 
soft storey is ground storey mechanism at a relatively low base 
shear and low lateral displacement. .
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